
Designs 

A design imm1ves the seleckirn of ane or mare ap~opriate 
tedmiques for lighlhg a room, and then fhe sele&on of 
appropriate lunin-, lampsf and controls, The design manges 

these t ~ o l c r g i e s  in the room ta ~uppoTt the residents' actiyitiek and to 
enhance the appearance of the room. To mate a eomp*mive d e s w  
you must also consider the room size an$ shape; styles of architecture md 
fiwdshings; the prim a v M i y I  and energy z w p k e m ~ o f  h-w; 
and the effort needed to install the eqtdpmwt. Considhg ztU dnem 
factors may seem intimidakg at &stI so this chapter is arranged to help 
you quickly id- some designs that you l~an adapt far yow: meds. 

Typical and This chapter illustrates 36 mom and outdoor spaces with typical lighting 
~rergy- designs d 11 1 alternatives fur replacing the f.~~np$, controls, and 
efficient luminaires or for remodeling or newly eollstnr-g these roam, Note 

that many of these mns are d e s t  iru size. ThqSr ape practical md 
economical models for average homes. Use the typieal designs ta identify 

designs corrtbinations of ~ a m p f  l e ~ ,  and controls that are or would be 
likely to be used in your room. Then Imk at the dimf ive  designs br 
energy-efficient ideas. 

All of the designs were created without windows so that they cauld be 
modified far m y  builm types and furniture arrangements, 
Nonetheless, be sure to use daylight wherever it is appropriate. See 
Daylight in the Techmques chapter for mare h.formation. 

The typicat room and their lighting designs serve as starting-points for 
evaluating the energy-efficient alternatives. Building auditsI expert 
opinion, and examinations of plans for manufactured, low-incane$ and 
middle-income homes were used to establish the typical designs. 

Luminaires for homes usually are chom for their decorative appearme, 
or style. To avoid issues of style, d.ze luminaires illushated in thh chapter 
are as simple and unadorned as poss1'ble; dte general types of 1-e 
and the Imp  or lamps that they contain are the important features to 
consider for design and energy-eBciency. Different styles of I&-s 
can be substituted for the illustrated luminaires if the lamps and hght 
distribution are similar, For instance, sconces can be found In a wide 
variety of styles. Choose styles that wil l  suit the residents' preferences. 

The suggested alternatives to the typical d e s i p  were reviewed by 
lighting experts to ensme that the quality is equal to or be- than the 
typical design. See the descriptions with eafh d d p  for any ad@~t.~~~ents 
that affect quality. Note that even though the typical design far a 
particular room nay be f m d  in many homes, it may not be the best 
choice for your purposes always consider the needs of the residents and 
the potential for energy savings to be gained ?Erm the alternative designs. 



Annual AU of the alternative designs have lower amual operating costs than the 

operating typical designs. Refer to the bar graphs shown with each set of designs to 

C O S ~  see the annual lamp replacement and energy costs for each design. If a 
design is suggested as "optional," it is not shown in the graph. The 
assumptions for average hours of lighting use, average hours of use per 
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lamp operation (hours per start), dimming, and occupancy are listed with 
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each graph. Lamp prices, life, and input power are taken from Tables 3,4, 
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and 5 in the Economics chapter. The lamp life is adjusted for each design 
g$j 
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to reflect the impad of swit&g and dimming. AU of the economic 
$ ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~  analyses use the procedure shown in the Economics Worksheet. 
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Effort V-S Electricity rates in North America vary widely, from as low as $0.03 to as 
-t*.i: 

swings high as $0.18 per kilowatt-hour (kWh). The bar graphs assume an 
electricity rate of $0.10 per kWh. If your cost of electricity is different, use 
a simple multiplier to estimate your annual energy cost. For example, if 
the amual energy cost on the graph is $8.00 per year and the electricity 
rates are $0.03, $0.06, or $0.14 per kWh, the multipliers will be 0.3,0.6 or 
19 respectively. Thus annual electricity cost of the designs for those rates 
is  $2.40 ($8-00 x 0,3), $4.80 ($8.00 x 0.61, or $1 1.20 ($8.00 x 1 A). Remember, 
though, that the annual lamp costs will not change. 
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The average percentage reduction in 
1 annual operating cost for the 111 
i dtemative designs compared to the 
I typical designs is 47 percent. Annual 

operating cosk savings haease as the 
level of effor~ required to install the 
alternative design increases. 
Generallyf the least effort is required 
to replace a lamp. More effort is 
required to rephe a 1-e or 
~0nm1. Remodeg and new 
construaion require h e  most effort. 
Ihe "Replace Lampsrf alternatives 
save an average of 26 percentin 

Construction 
annual energy cost compared to the 
typical designs. The "Replace 

None - Lowest Highest c o n ~ b f '  dtemtives save an 
average of 46 percent The "Replace 
L-regr'" and the '%emodd or 
New Com.trU&on'' altemtives save 
an average of 58 percent. 




